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THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

PRESIDENT’S OFFICE 

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT 

MAJARIBIO TOKA SEHEMU ZOTE TANZANIA 

 

STANDARD SEVEN SECOND MOCK EXAMINATION, 

FRIDAY 28
TH 

FEBRUARY 2020 

 

               Subject: ENGLISH LANGUAGE    

  TIMES 1:30HRS 

 
INSTRUCTIONS  

1. This paper consists of two printed pages with forty five (45)     

     questions in sections A, B, C and D. 

2. Answer all questions in all sections. 

3. Questions number 1 to 40 use HB pencil to shade on the letter of the     

     correct answer on OMR answer sheet given. 

4. Questions number 41 to 45 use BLUE or BLACK pen to write the   

     correct words as instruction states in a given section. 

5. Write your examination number on every page of your answer sheet. 

6. Mobile Phones and other Electronic machines are NOT ALLOWED  

     in the Examination room. 

 
SECTION A:  GRAMMAR  ( 30 Marks ) 

Choose the words which complete the sentences by shading the 

letter of the correct answer on the answer sheet given 
1. Standard Seven Pupils ____their final examination in September  

    this yearA. shall be doing  B. are doing  C. will do  D. would do     

    E. were doing 

2. The villagers ___busy  cleaning their Dispensary  now. A.   are       

     B.  is     C.  were    D.  was      E.  am 

3. The visitors ____ to England few hours ago  A. leave  B.  left  C.  

     are  leaving  D.  will leave  E. are  leaving 

4.   It ____ when  the  football players went into second half. 

     A. is raining  B.  are raining  C.  were raining D. was raining     E.   

     will be raining 

5.  Malaria disease always ____ both pregnant women and children. 

     A. attacks B. attack C. attacking D. do  attack E.  has been  

      attacking 

6. We often don't ___to school on Sunday. 

     A. goes    B.  go    C.  went    D.   gone    E.   even dare  

7. Johari is ___ a letter to her mother at the moment. 

    A. write   B.  writes    C.   wrote    D.  right     E.  writing 

8. The children ___ watching catoons on television last week. 

    A. enjoyed  B.  enjoys  C.  Enjoying  D. will enjoy   E.  shall enjoy 

9. The farmers ____ tea leaves since morning. A. is been picking   B.   

     has been  picking  C. are been  picking  D.  have been  picking  E.   

     will  be  picking 

10. The Prime minister ____ to  visit  us  next  friday. A. is going      

      B.  are going  C.  will go D.  shall go E.  Would  go 

11. Halima  cut ____with  a hoe  when she was  cultivating yesterday. 

      A. herself     B.  himself    C. itself     D.  ourselves    E.  yourself 

12. I  saw  a man, ___ man  was  steeling  our properties  in the class. 

      A.  a      B.   the    C.  an     D.   as   E.   like 

13. Hardly had we arrived to the bus stop ____ we expected to be  

      there on time.  A. than     B.  then   C.  that   D.   when  E.  on 

14. The school band marched ___the president Dr. John Pombe  

      Joseph  Magufuli last year.A. through   B.  into  C. onto  D.  to      

      E.  past 

15.  Is there____salt left in your bag, Anna?  A. some   B.  few  C.   

       little    D. any  E.  many 

16.  Sonia  is the best student ____English Language  subject. A.  in    

        B.  on   C.  at   D.  with    E.  onto 

17. Janeth didn't come to school yesterday ___ she was sick. 

       A.   because   B.    as  C.  why  D.   that  E.  so  

18.  The patients died ___ malaria disease.  A. off  B.   of  C due to      

        D. from  E.  by 

19.  The bus was moving slowly ___ the bus stop.  A. towards B.    

       forwards  C.  up  D.  across   E.  along 

20.  They are old ____to  marry.  A. ought   B.  enough  C.  lough     

       D.  tough     E. caught 

21."The classroom is swept by the pupils every day". Write the  

      active voice of this senten   A. The pupils sweep the classroom  

     every day   B. Pupil sweeps the classroom every day  C. The  
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       pupils are sweeping the classroom now D. Pupil is sweeping  

       classroom now  E.  The pupils swept the classroom every day 

22. We used to eat chicken chips ____  a  week. A.  two  B.  to        

       C.  twice  D. one  E.   three 

23.   ___ you study very hard, you will pass your examination.  A.  If       

      B.  Unless  C. Although  D.  Despite the fact that   E.In spite of 

24. My mother went to farm ___ it was raining.  A.   because     B.    

      although   C. even  if  D.  inspite of   E.   unless 

25.  I am going to eat ____ ugali and rice because I am very hungry  

      my friend. A. all  B. each  C.  both   D. none   E. every one 

26. We are proud ____ him when we are taught by him this subject. 

       A. of    B.     to    C.  with    D.  by    E.    at  

27.   She switched _____ the elericity and went to sleep yesterday. 

       A.  of     B.  on    C.  off   D.  out    E.  in 

28.   You always eat rice _____poon  A. by   B.   with  C. through    

        D.   and   E.  then  

29.  It is your choice ____ to use Swahili or Arabic language in our  

      discussion.A.  either   B.  neither  C.  weither    D.   nor   E.   but 

30.  He is not my friend. _____.  (Add a question tag) A.  is    he        

       B.   is  she?     C.   is   he?  D.  is    she    E.  does  he  ? 

 
SECTION   B   : VOCABULARY (    6  Marks     ) 

Choose the words which complete the sentences by shading  

the letter of the correct  answer on  your  answer sheet given. 

31.  A person from Botswana is called ____ A.  Botswananian B.   

       Botswana    C. Motswana   D.  tswana    E.  lotswana 

32.  An offspring of an elephant is known as ___A.  Calf   B.  Lamb    

       C.  Kitten  D.  Puppy  E.  Snake 

33. The one who doesn't eat meat is called __ A.Barchelor B.   

       Spinter  C. Veterinary D Vegetarian   E.  Canivorus 

34.  A list of topics in the text book is famously known as ___ 

       A.   Content    B.  Moment   C.  Menu   D.  Venue  E. Dairy 

35.  The son of your sister or brother is your ________ 

       A.    Nice    B.   Nephew   C.   Cousin      D.   Aunt    E.   Uncle 

36.  A special building where every goods is found is called ____        

       A.Hospital B.  School  C.  Studio D. Supermarket E Swimming  

       Pool 

 
SECTION   C COMPOSITION: (4 Marks) 

         The following are the four mixed sentences. Arrange them  

         in good order to make a  meaningful composition by giving  

         them letters  A,   B,  C   and   D. 

  37.  Then   she left to the work. 

  38.  When she got back she didn't find the meat. 

  39.  One day, Glory cooked her meat and put it into a cupboard. 

  40. Her Cat opened the cupboard and ate all the meat. 

 
         SECTION D:  COMPREHENSION ( 10  Marks ) 

         Read the following passage carefully   and then answer the  

         questions that follow by  writing the words of the  correct  

          answer on the answer sheet  given. 

Majimaji Museum is very famous in the history of Tanzania. It  

is found in Songea town in Ruvuma region. It is a historical site  

where German colonialists used to hang African chiefs who  

were fighting against exploitations. Some of these chiefs were  

Chief Mbano, Chief Songea and Chief Mputa. These Chiefs  

were hanged on 27th February one hundred thirteen years ago.  

Every year on 27th February is a special day for remembering  

these fighters. 

 
QUESTIONS 

   41.  The famous Museum which is found in Ruvuma is called  

           ______________________________________. 

   42.  The __________________ colonialists used to hang African  

          Chiefs in Majimaji war. 

  43. Some of the African Chiefs who were hanged  

        were_________________________. 

  44. The African Chiefs fought against  

         ___________________________________________. 

  45. On which date and month do we remember the Majimaji  

        fighters?____________________________________ 
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